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Abstract— Discretization plays a significant role during the 
transformation of continuous attributes into discrete values in 
the pre-processing step in data mining, significant attention in 
the machine learning community. Recently, many researchers 
have provided numerous discretization methods applied to 
classification problems. Moreover, these are potential to 
reduce the dimensionality of the data during the classification 
accuracy, due to this reason which may bias in classifier 
accuracies and results. In this paper, we propose the new 
discretization algorithm based on a popular statistical 
technique called a z-score and particle swarm optimization 
technique for feature selection to identify the highly influenced 
features using wrapper-based feature subset selection. 
Machine learning based algorithm (C4.5 decision tree) to 
generate highly accurate decision rules.  Empirically, we 
conduct an experimental study on benchmark continuous data 
sets with different type of machine learning classifiers. The 
result shows high performance computed in terms of accuracy 
and inconsistency has been tested with a Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Discretization of continuous attributes is an important 
technique for the pre-processing task in the classification 
problems with simplification analysis, and it has played 
significant role in the machine learning algorithms 
[1][2][3][4][5]. However, learning process from continuous 
attributes to discrete values is often very less efficient and 
more classifier confusion [6][7]. Discretization first 
discussed about to qualitative data in classification learning 
algorithms [2] [8] [9] and the process can be performed 
either before learning or during the learning, is called as pre-
processing. Recently, discretization techniques 
[2][10][11][12] has been presented into different 
dimensions,  such as  a) Supervised versus Unsupervised,   
b) Static versus Dynamic, c) Global versus Local, d) 
Parametric versus Non-parametric, e) Top-Down versus 
Bottom-up, f) Disjoint versus Non-disjoint g) Fuzzy versus 
Non-fuzzy, h) Ordinal versus Nominal, i) Eager versus 
Lazy. In this paper we propose a simplicity based 
discretization schema for dealing with consistency in 
continuous dataset, this is measured number of cut points 
without user specifications.  Continuous attributes as a 
complex problem of searching a global minimal set of cut 
points which have shown that as NP-hard problems [4][13]. 
In this study, we propose a novel discretization method for 

continuous attributes using a standard deviation 
normalization technique (z-score) and particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) technique for feature selection for the 
discovery of high influenced features using wrapper-based 
feature subset selection. Machine learning based algorithm 
(C4.5 decision tree) to generate highly accurate decision 
rules. The classification results significantly achieved after 
discretization with PSO are much better than the 
classification results with simple PSO in terms of accuracy 
as well as a performance before discretization.   

 Kennedy and Eberhart [14] proposed a popular 
stochastic optimization technique, called Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) motivated by social behavior of bird 
flocking or fish schooling. In the past decades PSO have 
attracted multidisciplinary researchers to solve the 
combinatorial optimization problems to continuous 
optimization problems, single and multi-objective problems, 
etc.  In this study, we propose a new discretization method 
that is applied for continuous attributes to convert the 
discrete values after applied feature subset selection based 
on PSO technique which have been adapted to identify the 
influenced features in given dataset and to reduce the 
classifier confusion and improve the accuracy.    

The present paper is organized as follows: Related work 
of the proposed discretization presented in Section II, while 
in Section III, our proposed discretization technique with 
wrapper based feature subset selection using particle swarm 
optimization technique step by step approach with C4.5 
classifier on benchmark continuous datasets. In Section IV, 
experimental results and the description of the data sets are 
presented. Conclusions and discussion are deferred to 
Section V. Acknowledgements are in the VI.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we demonstrate our discretization method 
for the purpose of pre-processing step in the data mining 
process. A complete description of discretization technique 
is as follows:  

A. Discretization  Strategy 

Discretization is a method for quantifying the numerical 
attributes into nominal or categorical attributes.  In this 
context the term continuous is used for integer or real 
(numeric) [9]. Let  be the set of 
real-valued features or continuous values, real-world data 
sets are generally distinct. Now we consider a discretization 
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process for all the continuous values in the dataset need to 
be a standardized statistical technique z-score (given below).  

  …… (1) 

where  is an original score obtained from a sample ( a 

population),   is the standard deviation of the population 

and  is the mean of the population. We assume that the 

minimum value of z-score is  and maximum value of z-

score is  form the dataset .  

………. (2) 
To define the interval of all possible values for random 
variables . 

……… (3) 

after that partition the interval   into a -equal-
width bins as follows: 
 

… (4) 
Let us define Sturges’ formula [10], which derived from a 
binomial distribution and implicitly assumes an 
approximately normal distribution.   

………… (5) 
where ‘N’ number of row size in the dataset.  

 Now define a width of the interval is    …  (6) 

where =maximum value (z), =minimum value (z) and 

= number of bins (equal width). Therefore, the bins are 
given below:  

 … 

..  …………. (7) 
 

Algorithm –I: Discretization Algorithm  
 

Input: Dataset ‘S’ consisting of the number of rows and column 
observations, with continuous attributes ‘ Ai’  and  
 class attribute C in the set ‘S’.  
Output: all attributes are Discretized format in dataset S.  
1. Collect all the records  for each of ‘ ’  in the data   

set S, not those in the decision column attributes   (i.e.  ). 
2. let s=S;  

3. for each  // Select features  of training dataset s. 

   // =data_for_discretization. 

4.  = individual columns of the dataset  

5. Z=(  -mean( ))/std( ); // apply z-score on dataset s.  
6.   = min (Z); 
7.   = max (Z); 
8.      =[  , ];  
9.       if (  ) then  
10.       k=ceil(log2(rows)+1); 
11.       width_Interval=( - )/k; 
12.         No_of Bins = k; 
13.   For rowdis=1 to rows // row discretization 
14.      for i=1 to bin   
15.        if(Z(rowdis)>= +((i-1)*width_Interval)     
           && Z(rowdis)<= +i*width_Interval) then 
16.        update  with maximum number of bins. 
17.  s= reduction_dataset (s, ); 
18. D= union of { D,  } 
19. Stop.    

III. DISCRETIZATION AND PSO ALGORITHM 

All discrete values of the particle swarm optimization 
technique is used as a ‘particle’ in the search space, which 
adjusts the position in the search space based on its own 
flying experience and flying with another particle. PSO is a 
heuristic technique inspired by the sequence of steps of a 
bird flock [14].  This heuristic approach is used to improve 
the optimization efficiency. In this study we used PSO after 
discretization to particle search strategy, which improve the 
machine learning classifier accuracy and performance of the 
algorithm.  

  The PSO technique consists of ‘  particles in swarm 
and  particle in a swarm. In order, each particle  can be 
viewed as a point in  dimensional 
space  for . To 
measure the index of the particle, which has the best fitness 
is denoted as ‘gbest’. The fitness function of the best 
positions of the particles is given by  
for . The velocity of the particle moving in 
the -dimensional search space is  
for  [15][16].  PSO technique combines the 
local search method, called self experience and global 
search methods, called neighboring experience. The 
velocity and particles are updated with the following 
equations. 

  
  …………. (9) 

 

where , and  is the inertia weight and it is 
a +ve linear function for time changing under the iteration 

process. The  are be the acceleration constants that 
pull the particles towards ‘pbest’ and ‘gbest’ has shown in 
(8). The random numbers rand1 and rand2 generate the 
functions.  
In this study, we compute the discrete values of continuous 
attributes using a proposed discretization algorithm 
discussed in section. 2, after discretization dataset splits into 
training and testing folds based on k-fold cross validation 
procedure. For each training dataset, initialize the swarm 
size and then select the features based on PSO for 
identifying feature subsets with C4.5 classifier. Then we 
test the test accuracy obtained influenced features the 
previous step with C4.5 classifier have shown in 
Algorithm-II.  
 

Algorithm-II:  Discretization based PSO feature 
selection  

Input: Dataset ‘ ’ consisting of number of rows and 
column   observations, with continuous attributes. 
 
Output: Discrete values dataset of the feature subsets and 
accuracy of     the dataset .  
 
Step 1: Collect all the records with continuous values in the data 
attribute  set , not those in the decision attributes column (i.e. 

 ). 

…. (8) 
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Step 2: Apply the new discretization method on the dataset S 
using the  procedure discussed in section II.A  

Step 3:  Divide the discredited dataset  into training  and               
testing   sets using a   stratified a  - fold cross 
validation   test. 

Step 4:  For each  compute the following 
(i) Initialize the number of particles in PSO as , 

the fitness value as  for . 
a) Apply the wrapper method on training dataset 

with PSO search for identifying influenced 
features using number of particles as N with C4.5 
classifier for its evolution 

b) Select the influenced features obtained in Step 
4(a) to generate new training ( and testing (  
datasets.  

(ii) Build the C4.5 classifier using the records obtained 
from    and obtain the test accuracy using testing 

. Denote this     accuracy .  

(iii) Compute the feature values of datasets  and 
respecetively. Denoted these values are  

             (iv) Compute fitness values as   . 
Step 5:  Repeat the Steps (4)-(i) to Step (4)-(iv) for each fold. 
Step 6:  Compute the accuracy of the dataset . 
Step 8:  RETURN  
Step 9:  STOP 

 
The algorithm terminates for the fold if the feature score 
falls below the two previous scores and population giving 
maximum accuracy. We train with C4.5 classifier using 
features extracted in the previous steps and compute the test 
accuracies based on test dataset. This process continues for 
all the ten folds in the data set and we get the average 
accuracy, the process has been presented in Algorithm-II.   
 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The experimental study was conducted with proposed 
algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R2010a© with a 
personal computer having an Intel (R) core (TM) 2 Duo, 
CPU E8400 @ 3.00GHz processor with 4GB RAM and 
Windows XP operating system. In order to ensure that the 
accuracy of the predictive model, we used C4.5, algorithms 
in Weka© [17], KEEL(Knowledge Extraction based on 
Evolutionary Learning) software tool Open Source - 
V2012-02-16 [18] are considered for evaluating the 
performance with our algorithm. The evaluation and the 
performance proposed algorithms used the number of 
decision rules, classifier accuracy and identifying 
influenced features in the data sets.  
A. Datasets 

In this section we represent the characteristics of the 
benchmark data sets, which from the KEEL repository [18] 
shown in Table.1. The selected datasets range between 4 to 
34 features. These nine datasets are continuous as well as 
mixed type and each dataset is followed by continuous and 
mixed type attributes respectively.  
In this experiment, we use a stratified 10-fold cross 
validation (k=10) statistical measure. In k-fold procedure 
the data splits into 10 fold datasets and perform k tests, each 

training on k-1 sets and validating on continuous data set 
(here k=10).  

 
Table 1. Summary of benchmark datasets used in 

experiments 
Name #Attributes 

(R/I/N) 
# of 
continuous 
 Attributes 

# 
Instances 

# of 
Classes 

Bupa 6 (1/5/0) 6 345 2 
Cleveland 3(13/0/0) 13 303 5 
German 20 (0/7/13) 20 1000 2 
Glass 9(9/0/0) 9 214 7 
Heart 13 (1/12/0) 13 270 2 
Ionosphere 33 (32/1/0) 34 351 2 
Iris 4(4/0/0) 4 150 3 
Wine 13 (13/0/0) 13 178 3 

 
B. Results 
The popular algorithms like, C4.5, Logistic Regression 
(LOR) and Naïve Bayes classifiers are implemented in 
Weka© [17] with our proposed algorithm.  To compare the 
performance of our algorithms used a non-parametric 
statistical test, called Wilcoxon [19]. The performance of 
our algorithm and state-of-the-art classifiers has shown in 
Table.2. From this table we conclude that our algorithm is 
better than other classifiers. Also, we performed a 
Wilcoxon test for matching pairs between the accuracies of 
our algorithm and other state-of-the-art classifiers clearly 
we have presented Wilcoxon test measures in Table.3.   

 
Table.2. Test classifiers of with other classification 

algorithms. 

 
Table.3. Results obtained by the Wilcoxon test for 

algorithm-I and state-of-the-art classifiers. 

 
From the Table.3. We conclude that the comparison with 
C4.5 has shown in a positive rank sum of 28.00 with a 

  at  significant level. That will show 
the superiority in the form of performance of our algorithm 
over C4.5 classifier. Similarly LOR has resulted in a 

positive rank sum of 36 with a   at  
significant level shows the improved performance of our 

algorithm over LOR. Naïve Bayes the    the 

Datasets Algorithm-I C4.5 LOR Naïve Bayes 
Bupa 62.02 57.97 60.86 60.28 
Cleveland 57.09 51.12 44.55 56.76 
German 72.50 70.00 68.20 72.50 
Glass 67.75 37.38 43.92 55.14 
Heart 79.25 79.25 69.60 79.25 
Ionosphere 91.16 51.15 44.55 56.76 
Iris 98.00 96.00 96.00 96.00 
Wine 89.88 39.88 75.28 80.89 

Vs R+ R- 
Test 

Statistics 
P-value 

Asymptotic 
P-value 

C4.5 28.0 0.0 0.0 0.015 0.014 
LOR 36.0 0.0 0.0 0.007 0.009 
Naïve 
Bayes 

34.5 1.5 1.5 0.019 0.017 
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positive rank sum of 34.5, it is so far greater than the 
negative rank sum of 1.5.  The test classifier accuracy in 
percentage has shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig.1. Test classifiers for Algorithm-I vs. other classifiers 

  
To compare the performance of Algorithm-II with and 
without PSO feature selection with a wrapper based 
approach on benchmark datasets presented in Table.4. 
 
Table.4. Comparison of Our Algorithm-II with and without PSO 

feature selection 

 
   From the Table.4 we clearly demonstrated that our 
Algorithm-II has performed better performance than with 
traditional algorithms. The PSO feature subset selection to 
identify the swarm size and C4.5 classifier as a wrapper 
based feature selection. Clearly we presented that our 
proposed PSO feature selection algorithm is to identify the 
highly influenced futures in the given datasets. The 
percentage difference in the accuracies with and without 
PSO feature section of our algorithm is shown in Fig.2.   
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Fig.2. Test classifiers with and without PSO feature 

selection   

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have discussed a new discretization 
algorithm for continuous attributes. The proposed 
discretization algorithm has outperformed the state-of –the-
art classifiers in mixed type attribute datasets. This 
algorithm significantly performs on continuous attributes 
for machine learning algorithms. We proposed a feature 
selection algorithm based on particle swarm optimization 
technique with our discretization algorithm. The feature 
selection method is applied with wrapper based approach. 
We have used evolutionary algorithm such as PSO method 
after discretization for continuous attributes. The 
comparison of the results stated that the superiority of our 
algorithms with other popular classification algorithms with 
feature selection (PSO) and without feature selection. 
Finally, we conclude that our new discretization based 
particle swarm optimization technique is superior to other 
feature selection algorithms. 
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